
Competitor Audit
Instagram



Tone



Contiki
• Friendly (use of colloquialisms e.g. 

“pretty cool, eh?”)
• Easy-going 
• Accessible 
• Informative 
• Inspiring – summarises highlights of 

the trip in one brief sentence.  “From
floating river huts” to “kayaking 
through the jungle” implies that 
those who choose to travel with 
Contiki can experience even more 
than what is described here.

• Simple bio sends one clear message, 
Contiki offers the unforgettable, real, 
unique and best 



STA
• Jokey tone – high impact 
• Friendly 
• Informative 
• Accessible 
• Shows understanding of their audience: 

“most photographed canyon in the world” –
young travellers / millennials are influenced 
by what they see on Instagram and enjoy 
sharing where they travel with their friends.  
A young person who sees this post may be 
inspired to travel here for the guaranteed 
photo opportunities

• Simple bio, clear message



IVHQ
• Testimonial 
• Informative - first hand overview 

of the volunteer experience
• Less fun, more formal and serious
• Extensive use of testimonials 

indicates they are reputable –
however could seem repetitive 
and boring 

• Bio is still simple – communicates 
message quickly and clearly  



GVI
• Two clear tones: easy-going and casual 

(above) and informative (below) 
• No emojis, formal and minimalist 
• No use of colloquialisms, less jokey and 

more serious 
• Serious tone is repeated in bio – with 

emphasis on ethical practice 
• Bio still highlights the aim to deliver a 

“high standard for all” – as with the 
accounts of Contiki and IVHQ, pushes the 
message of delivering the best 

• Tone perhaps appealing to more mature 
volunteers 



SLV
• Friendly (use of emojis in example above) but not 

jokey 
• Informative 
• Inspiring – gives examples and updates of what 

current teams of volunteers are up to (identified 
by hashtags e.g. #SLVEurope 

• Accessible – “follow @slvee for real-time 
#SLVEurope updates” (bottom example) 

• Bio is jokey – in contrast to main posts – grabs 
attention and high impact 



Format and Content 



Contiki
• Posts are arranged by colour – creates a rainbow effect as you 

scroll down the feed which is extremely effective and engaging.

• Rainbow format can be traced back to 27 May 2019.

• Many of the posts are generated by using photos taken by 
Contiki travellers / ambassadors.

• Slideshows are not used.

• Increasingly limited use of videos as more posts feature just 
photography.

• Overall format is extremely uniform, striking, creates a strong 
Contiki brand on Instagram.

• Highlights the importance of styling the overall feed on 
Instagram (some visitors will not engage in individual posts but 
scroll through the feed for inspiration, or simply 
entertainment). 



STA Travel
• STA have also adopted a format 

strategy based on colour / 
rainbow spectrum (see left). 

• Can be traced back to July 2018 
• Previously posts formatted into 

colour blocks (as highlighted on 
right) – less sleek than using a 
colour spectrum.

• Both STA and Contiki are 
marketing global travel, sourcing  
photography with a broad range 
of colour perhaps easier when 
taken in destinations all over the 
world.

• This is style of formatting is 
proving popular amongst 
companies with a strong influence 
on Instagram – which ultimately is 
a ‘visual heavy’ social media 
platform.

Rainbow spectrum format Colour block format



IVHQ
• Posts are created using photos taken by “IVHQers” that 

tag or hashtag IVHQ.  These posts make up most of the 
feed, and act as promotion through testimonials.

• Posts are not organised in any obvious formal strategy. 
• Very few videos – as of July 2019 the last video was 

posted on 20/3/2019
• Highlights reel uses dedicated icons for each category 

(see below).  Similar design strategy used by Contiki and 
STA.

• Although not as striking as Contiki and STA, overall brand 
on Instagram is clean, friendly, and informative.



GVI and SLV
• No obvious post organisation or 

formatting.
• Feature a broad range of content: 

projects, nature, local food and culture. 
• SLV posts are largely photos and videos 

taken by SLV volunteers, although 
featured volunteer’s photos are not 
alongside testimonials (as is the case 
with IVHQ).

• GVI running a feature written by a 
competition winner, using her 
experience as she volunteers as a 
testimonial.

• Highlight reel does not have icons for 
each category.

• Overall brand on Instagram is 
informative and organic, not as 
polished as Contiki, STA and IVHQ.



Most frequent type of post



Throughout June 2019:

*Number per day posts were published, not posts per day of the month.

Total number of 
posts

Number of 
photos

Number of 
videos

Number of 
slideshows

Posts per day*

Contiki 32 29 2 (IGTV format) 0 1-2

STA 13 13 0 0 1

IVHQ 29 29 0 23 1-2

GVI 7 7 0 0 1

SLV 8 8 0 3 1



Traction



Contiki 

• Most Contiki posts gained between 
1000-3000 likes, and less than 50 
comments.

• Posts with the most traction used high 
impact landscape photography to 
highlight a destination.

• These two examples of high traction 
have above 8000 and 10,000 likes, and 
over 100 comments on each.

• Comments were positive and showed 
users sharing the image with their 
friends / fellow travellers.

• Posted on the day world media 
reported the fire that destroyed 
Notre Dame. 

• Gained high traction in likes –
relevant to the news that shocked 
the world that day – high impact 
post / highly resonant

• However – rate of comments stayed 
at the usual rate (less than 50) – post 
wasn’t shared in the comments as 
with other posts



STA

• STA posts usually generate up to 2000 likes and 50 
comments 

• This post generated 2,851 likes and 1,102 comments 
(at least a 20x increase in comments) 

• Highlights the effectiveness of competitions to increase 
traction, growth and brand awareness 

• Traction increased on posts that highlighted a destination / trip
• This post almost doubled the average number of likes by using high 

impact photography (including nature, waterfall, bucket list experience) 
• Posted on April 28th (a Sunday).  Paired with the caption, “Laos is the 

perfect place to get away from it all”, the post instils an image of 
serenity that many people might be craving as the weekend comes to 
an end and another working week begins (thus inspiring followers and 
increasing interest and traction) 



IVHQ

• Most posts on IVHQ gain up to 2000 likes 
• This post exceeded the average by using a high 

impact image of nature and sport 
• Capitalises on the appeal of experiencing the 

outdoors and taking part in new experiences

• Again this post exceeded the average by over 1000 likes 
• Uses a striking image of the Taj Mahal, that is not atypical of the 

destination and therefore has been seen plenty of times before on 
Instagram – creates a brand identity that focuses on the unique

• Emotive caption – highlights love and humanity – relatable to the 
reader, awe-inspiring and creates a high impact 



GVI
• It is highly likely that followers of 

travel and volunteer organisations 
follow more than one 

• The post below emphasises the 
importance of posting unusual 
images in gaining a higher traction

• Increases interest in the brand
• Helps brand identity on Instagram 

to stand out from the rest 

• Most GVI posts generated traction in the region of 200 likes and 
most often 1 or 2 comments 

• Whilst the post above is not the most high impact photography, it 
captures the rehabilitation of elephants through GVI volunteer work

• Traction can be increased through inspiration, highlighting current 
projects underway to inspire potential volunteers through Instagram



SLV

• SLV Instagram posts generate traction in the 
region of 100-200 likes less than 10 comments

• This post gained traction for its beautiful 
photography

• High impact in colour and content – focus on the 
memories that can be made with SLV volunteer 
programmes 

• Capitalising on content that generates 
interest on the internet in a broad sense  
(puppies!) 

• High impact photography 

• Traction does not always 
correlate with showing the 
good times

• This post following the Sri 
Lankan terror attacks 
generated over 2000 likes, 
a vast increase in traction 



User interaction



Contiki, STA and IVHQ 

• These three organisations have built an online brand through encouraging user interaction
• Interestingly, out all of I have discussed, these organisations have the most followers on Instagram and are the only ones 

to encourage user interaction in their bios 
• The creation of tags, and in Contiki’s case encouraging Instagram users to tag their photos, creates an online community 

surrounding the brand 
• A free, easy and fun way to spread awareness of the organisation and in turn increase profile visits and traction on 

Instagram
• Volunteers or those who feature on the page will gain a sense of satisfaction that they have been recognised by the 

organisation and contributed to brand identity / community on Instagram



To conclude;

• Tone – friendly, accessible, informative, direct (e.g. use of 
testimonials) the most common tone amongst competitors 

• Format and layout – rainbow format as used by Contiki and 
STA is extremely high impact however is not used by smaller 
volunteer orientated organisations 

• Type of posts – most common type of posts amongst all 
competitors is photography.  Sticking to one type of post 
creates a sleek and uniform appearance to the whole feed

• Traction – can be increased due to positive and negative 
content.  The largest increase in traction was shown by 
STA’s competition post.  Traction commonly increased with 
striking photography (colourful, unique, simple but inspiring 
content) and a powerful message 

• User interaction – a valuable technique to easily and 
cheaply grow brand awareness on Instagram.  Also creates a 
sense of an online community that brings people together 
online, and compliments the ‘real life’ sense of community / 
friendship that many people seek and enjoy when travelling
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